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In 1985 Carnegie Mellon University began to rethink its program.\ ,'Iv:;

in undergraduate education, a process that included, as a central ""-IH...v·

issue, rethinking the writing program. Our long-term goal was, in .\\.. \:JLl;:\Jw:>
the words of Preston Covey, the vice provost and supervisor of the . I

project, "integrating writing across domains and disciplines in af- \.~~.So--l::rvJ

forda,ble ways that appreciably e~~~n~e di~ciplin~rt:!}<.L:ollabQr~!;~ve ,~IJ vr
learnlI]i" (2), By 1988 several mitiatives ~n taken, drawing
on'rdeas""'associated with the writing-across-the-curriculum (WAC) ~l.~

movement. These initiatives included a research project on the use .)~~
of primary-trait scoring in peer evaluation, a writing-fellow program O~"
echoing the one at Brown, and collaborations with faculty members .~
in various disciplines intended to introduce write-to-learn techniques e=

into their teaching. As projects with limited objectives, the initiatives tl ~
were reasonably successful. However, they did not add up to a coher-
ent and unified program, and they provided neither an easy route
nor a warrant for moving from the small-scale projects to a large-scale

....•
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educational program. We began to wonder seriously whether even
the accumulated experience of the WAC movement provided such
routes or warrants. Our skepticism was partIythe result of the many
constraints under which we were operating. We needed to develop
a program that would demonstrably improve education in an environ-
ment where there were no compelling incentives for faculty to focus
on the quality of their teaching. We needed a program that was concep-
tually unified while remaining sensitive to the distinctive features of
the educational environment. Finally, we needed a program that
would requ~e no more time, energy, or money than we were sure
would be available from year to year. We were especially apprehensive
about what would happen when our start-up grant and the enthusi-
asm of the start-up faculty were both depleted.

David Russell's historical research on the numerous cross-disci-"- --'plin"!r~~itingJ?I9.$ramsJbEoughout the past century filTnis country
was particularly worrisome. Of the many programs Russell describes"
all started with an air of excitement and optimism, some were her-
alded, many endured for a time, bu.l.t!one appears to have survives!.
History did not seem to be on our side. Moreover, though we found
much to admire in other WAC programs, we found none that we
thought we should imitate. A strong program, we were convinced,
must be shaped to the peculiarities of its environment; hence, no
program is likely to be a, good model for other programs, since all
academic environments differ, often substantially.

These considerations discouraged us (rom starting a university-
wide project and convinced us to set up a small-scale pilot project
that would provide a laboratory for developing and testing ideas and
far finding out what did and didn't work and what were reasonable
expectations about costs and benefits in our own institutional context.
It made little sense to launch a large-scaleproject with captive partici-
pants and limited resources if we could not make something interest-
ing and useful happen on a small scale, where we had willing partici-
pants and ample resources. We began with some simple assumptions,
summed up by Covey in his comment. that

an important premise of our pilot effort is that exploiting writing for
improving learning in a discipline is (a) part-and-parcel of improving
one's teaching generally and (b) naturally integral to teaching one's
discipline. Our project is a "proof of concept" of the notion that this can
and should be done-like the improvement of teaching generally-by
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af~.dable incremental efforts assimilated int()_.one'~ normal teaching
duties and activities, not by grandiose leaps requiring extraordinary
compensatibn:-(3)

The discussion that follows describes what has happened so far
in the pilot project and reflects on the implications of those events.
The project was intended, in part at least, to answer a number of
practical questions about the design and implementation of writing
programs outside the English Department, and it did that, though
not always as we had anticipated. One surprising outcome of the
project has been the number of exceedingly difficult theoretical ques-
tions that it raised. These cluster in two broad categories: (1) questions
about writing and content and (2) questions about the nature of exper-
tise in unfamiliar settings and about how people acquire it.

Writing and Content

Inquiry into the relationship between writing and content can
quickly provoke a wide array of questions: for example, questions
about the rt::lationship between learning to write and learning a subject
or, more fundamentally, about the relationship between language
and meaning, assuming we interpret "writing" to include language
practices generally. Since first-language learners learn language and
meanings concurrently, we might ask what role learning the language
practices of a specialized discipline plays in learning the discipline's
specialized meanings. There are other related questions, less basic,
perhaps, but of more immediate interestto designers of writing pro-
grams in the content areas: What is content knowledge? What is
writing knowledge? Are they the ~me or different? If different, ho~?
If interactive, how? .

These are difficult questions. They become more difficult still
when we begin confronting the second category of questions about
the ~nditions under which content expertise and writing expertise
are best acquired. Can and should both kinds ()fk!1o~ledAe be taught
by the content teacher? By the writing teacher? Is there a prinCipled
divlslononabor?And:-rina:lly, what is the nature of rhetorical expertise
and hoW-does it.1'~l~t matter expertise? --,

We soon learned that we cannot rely otrsubject-matter experts
for help with answers. The writing education of many such experts
is a glimmer of light at the periphery of their own intellectual awaken-
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ing, pale in comparison with what they learned in their own disci-
plines. And insofar as the subject-matter expert may genuinely recog-
nize the importance of writing, it tends to be a recognition of the
importance of language practices in the speciality, practices that the
subject-matter expert does not associate with the writing expert or
writing courses in English departments. Even though the content
teacher may value good reading and writing skills, it usually falls to the
writing expert to make the case for writing instruction in specialized
subjects and, to add to the difficulty, to make the caseprospectively-
that is, to speak to the legitimacy and logistics of writing instruction
in the content areas without the benefit of much, if any, direct experi-
ence in those areas and, because of this, without good models of
expert performance and the insight they can yield. Neither the subject-
matter expert nor the writing expert is likely to be expert in writing
in specialized areas-that is, "expert" in the sense of having both an
ability to carry out successfully the rhetorical tasks associated with
a subject-matter discipline and an understanding of and ability to
articulate the reasons for the success.

Writing in the content areas and developing writing programs in
the content areas are enterprises saturated with theory or, if not the-
ory, assumptions about writing and the teaching of writing that per-
form many of the functions of theory. In this essay we want to use
the pilot project to suggest such theoretical issues, which are often
implicit in statements and practices of the participants; the project
also serves to ground the issues in the immediate experiences of
university life. Interestingly enough, many of these issues align them-
selves on different sides of long-standing questions in the history of
rhetoric, especially, as we have noted, the question of how rhetorical
knowledge and content knowledge relate to one another and the
question of rhetorical competence in the disciplines. The remainder
of this section explores three related theoretical dichotomies that we
confronted in the pilot project.

Language/Colltent Dichotomies

The pilot project began as a collaboration of Linda Kauffman, a
scientist who teaches the Biology Department's required two-semester
laboratory course for undergraduates; Lili Velez, a doctoral student
in the English Department's rhetoric program; and Richard Young, a
professor of rhetoric in the English Department. t The lab course
seemed to all three to be an appropriate focus of attention because it
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is designed as a kind of doorway into the profession. It is part of a ~') -~) v-
program designed primarily to produce research biologists headed ,'~ '~ G '':'<
for PhD or MD/PhD ~rogra~s. A ~mall p.erce~tage of students, ~a.rtic-~' I1 j
ularly those who SWitched into biology in midstream, seek positions ~ ,'r; . ~ ---.'<.;\"

as rese.arch teCh.nicians in 1.abs in. order. to prepare i.or.PhD. pr.o.gram.s; -J..' \1\ il' .~~~'.J
some want to become researchers for companies like DuPont and ~ <i~ c:S~,
Dow. No matter what their goals, when students enter the course ~ ~ :'<::1
they are biology majors; when, they leave they are expected to be l ~ .3' '.-
biologists. At the inception of the pilot project, Kauffman, Velez, ) . --,L
and Young agreed that this particular course would offer a good j" i' ~ k
opportunity to investigate and influence language practices in a partie- ~ ',., ~
ular discipline, -" /" l~' L

Their strategy for collaboration was based on the seemingly rea- C) ..s ~
sortable assumption that Velez and Young were the experts in rhetoric --;
and Kauffman, the expert in biology. Velez and Young also brought ....:>

another assumption to their interaction with Kauffman, though both
are a bit embarrassed by it now. They had begun working with Kauff-
man rather like missionaries bringing the Word to unbelievers. Here,
for example, are notes made by Young at one of their early meetings:

"

I 1l 't
~. . . '~,.~. <:t \<,_t

:ti -~X-") ::;,
-:;. "-.~ "U
,,)

Iasked L[inda] if itwould be possible and productive to think ofher course
as one in which students learn how to make arguments for members of
the biological community. I had John Ziman's Public Knowledge in mind
and some of the recent work in WAC on language behavior and accultura-
tion in disciplinary communities, not to mention a long preoccupation with
argument both as discourse formand as a kind of behavior that encourages
the formation ofcommunities and theirmaintenance. I thought the answer
from L[inda] would be "yes, that's an interesting way to think about the
discipline ofbiology" ;and, ofcourse, from there it'5only astep toaffirming
the importance of rhetoric in biology, something that I have been trying
to get her to do but had been finding various resistances. In particular, I
want her to see formal features of discourse as involved with meaning,
but she tends to treat rhetorical matters as strictly formal, readily separable
from meaning, and hence relatively unimportant-a view shared by virtu-
ally all her students.

Her answer was a very emphatic "no." Ileaned over to Lili and said that
I was beginning to feel a certain strangeness. And she replied, "Richard,
exuberances and deficiencies" [areference to Ortega y Cesset's discussion
of the difficulties of translating fromonelanguage community toanother-
we always add something that wasn't there in the original; i.e., exuber-
ances, and we always miss something that was, i.e., deficiencies].
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For one thing, L[inda] said, "argument" sounds too "confrontational"
and "unscientific." How about, she said, "presentation" rather than
"argument"?

The assumption underlying Kauffman's comments appears to be that
is~_\!~§of lang~ge are separate or _~_,!~_~~!,§~p"\mhl!dtQmjss1Jt?s of
thought. Her rejection ofargument in favor ofpresentation seemed to

YmIftg-tO'imply that biological thinking is done not during the process
of writing but prior to it, that in science the real "argument" is to be found
in the design and execution of the experiment. When the experiment is
finished, one writes it up, "presents" it in written form.

What became apparent here, as well as elsewhere in their conver-
sations, was the quite different investment each had in words in their
Shared vocabulary, in words like "argument" and "presentation." For
Young, "argument" was not only communication but an epistemic
activity involving invention, exploration, and organization of ideas;
and his preference for characterizing scientific communication as argu-
ment, as opposed to presentation, suggested the contentiousness of
intellectual communities within which knowledge is developed and
the corrigibility of knowledge. For Kauffman,. "argument" had the
more common meaning of combative discourse. For Young, "presen-
tation" was an activity of display that resulted after the hard thinking
was over. However, as Young and Velez later came to understand,
"presentation" for Kauffman was an episternic activity through which
a scientist organizes small moments of scientific activity into more
connected lines of thinking. "Presentation" for her was a literate activ-
ity, and, while it can be seen as a persuasive form, it persuaded in a
quiet way by satisfying criteria of accuracy and completeness. But
it also became apparent that her students' "presentations" often fit
Young's stereotype better than Kauffman's richer understanding.
Since they were not being cued to language as a problem-solving tool,
often a problematic one, Kaufmann's students were not discouraged
from making sharp and unproductive dichotomies between language
and thought. (For an analogous situation in engineering education,
see J. R. Kalmbach's "The Laboratory Reports of Engineering Students:
A Case Study.")

Such unproductive dichotomies are associated with one of our
oldest and most familiar traditions in writing instruction. We talk
about language being the clothes of thought, about putting our
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thoughts into words, about not saying what we mean, about having
good ideas but not being able to express them, and so on. "In the
eyes of many teachers," observe Slevin, Fort, and O'Connor, the
developers of Georgetown University's WAC program,

the ultimate goal for student writing is to make the writing, to some
extent, "unimportant." What teachers want in "good" writing is unobtru-
sive, transparent prose that does not get in the way of the perception
of the truths being written about. ... Fundamental to this view is the
separability of "writing" from content and the assumption that there is
neutral prose. Such an attitude is common, perhaps a defining character-
istic of most academics' views of writing. (11)

We",might call anU-mm?ach to writing that separates issues of
lan~~g~ from issues of C:()I1t~I1L<ll1c!.Jr()!11thecontex.tinviI1Icf\lt
is'used '~tia-1Tsf[~'~-iistk theories of style~in'which matters of
la~g~~~ge'-'a;~-separable from matters of content-are at least as old
as Aristotelian rhetoric, where invention and style ;"er'esepa"rateThe-
tOricararfs;Arfstoteffan-:rl1eforiE-heTped one discover not only what
to saybilfhow to say it. However, the conception of rhetoric as a
discipline concerned only with style and presentation is more recent,
dating from the workof Pe~r:.Bilmus in.fu~Eixt(?tOl1thqmtury. Ramus
separated the traditional a~t of invention from the other arts of rhetoric
and assigned it to dialectic, that is, an art of formal reasoning. As
Walter Ong observes, Ramus subsumed content learning under the
arts of invention and dialectic; he left it to rhetoric "to make the whole
appealing by decorating or ornamenting it with suitable figures of
speech and suitable delivery" (161). In his classroom practice, Ramus
had students analyze texts from the perspective of various subject
matters and rely on rhetoric only for help in the linguistic presentation
of their analyses. (163).

In ~torical tr~dition_~~~fll~~':E~rabi1ityof language
and content is the E..n.d~m~l1talpremise. When it is inebasis for'wntThg
instruction, we will call it "writing with nQ_m!1.l~nJj.D_P.i!rticular"
(h~l1~~f9!'th, t~e tr~~iti(J~!Ytj!il1g·}AI_~~P2. The tradition of Writing- J
WNCP, based on Rarnism, has dominated the thinking of most English
departments and the university community in general. It has encour-
aged the establishment of separate courses in freshmen composition
and the splitting off of writing from the rest of what is taught and
learned in the academy. Composition courses tend to focus on Ian-
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guage, epitomized in the ubiquitous handbooks OIl mechanics, usage,
J style, and the paragraph; the rest o(rh~e~a~a~a~ri1yfoc~-seson content,

fo;:wbI~11]~6ji~~g~J~QnlY~~i~l1Icle. -- _.. .. ..
·Separating issues of language from content should not be taken

to imply that content has no place in the Writing-WNCP tradition. It
does have a role-albeit an instrumental rather than an intrinsic one.
Although attention to content in this teaching tradition is a practical
necessity, it is a relatively peripheral issue. The function of content
in the tradition of Writing-WNCP follows from contingent premises
about what is required to learn to write. These premises are familiar
dictums about writing:

1. Writing must be about something.
2. Teachers and students must share some knowledge about the subject

of writing.
3. Learning to write requires textual models.

Such dictums furnish reasons for introducing content in writing
courses and for the way it is used.

In the traditiQD_QJW[~tiIlg=W~_~E!it}~.~.s.~~~~~!hatpretty much
the same skills of wriUngw.iJldeyelopnorYl<1tter~hat~()l1tent is chosen.
The content is specific (the double helix, euthanasia, HuckleberryFifm,
what I did last summer, etc.), but the language skills taught and
learned are generic. The Hatbrace Handbook and the like are standard
across English composition courses, at least if we can judge from
sales; but readers, case books, fictional texts, and so on, vary widely
and unpredictably. Because, as the saying goes, one "can't write writ-
ing," some content is always necessary to practice writing, but almost
any content will do. Consequently, there is no fixed subject matter
for freshman composition, though particular composition courses are
free to claim their own subject matters. We might add that in the
pedagogy that has been developed in the Writing-WNCP tradition,
the content chosen to write about in the writing class tends to be
dictated not by the demands of a discipline but by what is presumed
to be of interest to students, the assumption being that students write
best about things that interest them.

We do not want to be misunderstood here as assailing the peda-
gogy and textbooks in freshmen composition. Clearly, there are many
fine composition texts and much imaginative and effective teaching
in the Ramist tradition. And there are also texts used in freshman
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composition courses that, atleast by Implication; repudiate the Ramist
split by offering students help in the creation of meaning. We are
simply calling attention to some characteristics of texts and methods
that function within the Writing-WNCP tradition.

In the tradition of Writing-WNCP, nothing of substance rides on
the distinction between content and subject matter. A subject matter,
as we will use the term, consists of a content that has been discussed
in recurring and public rhetorical situations, "What I didlast summer"

. can be a .content, but it is unlikely to be a subject matter. Because

. subject matters have publicly shared histories and have usually been
analyzed from the perspective of abstract writings called "theory," a
writer who tackles a subject matter (the Civil War, rhetoric, Romantic
poetry, biology) must first engage in learning this history and 'heory
and sifting through relevant information to the extent necessary for
credibility. Science education tends to disregard information about
the history of science but nonetheless requires students to learn a
network of densely related and shared information that has accumu-
lated as part of the "achievements" of the scientific field. In both
humanities and scientific education, a subject matter presents to the
student a formidable challenge requiring a steep learning curve. How-
ever, within the tradition of Writing-WNCP this kind of subject-matter
learning tends to be a distracting and dispensable constraint on learn-
ing to write. Hence, while there is no principled difference between.
subject matters and contents when one is learning to write in the
tradition of Writing-WNCP, the tradition nonetheless expresses a prac-
tical preference for having students deal with contents that do not
require so much time and effort to learn-lest instruction in writing
be compromised.

Accordingly, the emphasis in the tradition of Writing-WNCP is
on personal expression in interpersonal rhetorical transactions. In a
survey of forty-eight leading composition teachers who were asked
to nominate their "best" student papers (later anthologized in 1985
in William Coles and James Vopat's What Makes Writing Good?), all
but four nominated examples that fit into the gentes of "personal
expression," "narrative," or "autobiography" (Faigley). Some of the
most heralded teachers of writing, for example, Macrory and Elbow,
encourage students to write out of immediate experience. The fact
that content for writing can be so cleanly divorced from publicly
defined subject matters underscores the practical and marginal role,
relatively speaking, of content in the tradition of Writing-WNCP.

~~,-,

~;
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Faced with the subtle Rarnist assumptions of Kauffman's stu-
dents, Velez and Young became convinced that they needed to make
some interventions in Kauffman's class that would show students the
generative and inventive capacities of language. Young wanted to
introduce into the course one of the characteristic techniques of WAC
pedagogy, the journal, and he asked Kauffman whether students
already were required to keep some sort of journal or notebook in
the course. In true missionary fashion, he was trying to introduce
new practices by grafting them on similar but already well-established
ones. When she said that her students were required to keep a record
of their lab work in a notebook, Young suggested that the functions
of the notebook be expanded to include what the WAC literature
associates with the epistemic uses of language (e.g., Fulwiler; Kalm-
bach; Selfe and Arbabi). These include using the journal as a place to
identify and explicate problems as they arise in the student's thinking
and as a way for students to keep a written record of their transactions
with teachers.

Kauffman's reply was dismaying. She said that while the sugges-
tion was not unreasonable, the lab notebooks of professional research-
ers are often used in patent applications and in product litigation and
hence are controlled by strict conventions. Her students' notebooks
had to be string bound; the pages had to be numbered before they
were written on; ink had to be used, not pencil; and lines had to be
drawn through any blank space at the end of pages-all this so that
no undetectable alterations could be made after the original entries.
Since Kauffman was trying to teach her students how to behave like
professional biologists, Young's suggestion, no matter how useful it
seemed to him, was simply inappropriate. The problem was not that
keeping journals in Kauffman's class was necessarily a bad idea; even
if the students had to keep two separate journals for different pedagog-
ical purposes, it might well be a profitable activity. The problem for
Young and Velez Was that they began to think that they did not know
enough about practices in the biology class to make useful suggestions.

Method/COil/wI Dichotomies
.-~ ..---------

':cr~o quite different approache are discernible in the educational

J movement that goesoy me name writing across tire curriculum. The
. fi~I2121Qgfl1 (e.g., Flynn and Jones~~~~~_~ on the notion that

, -..---~.----.---. '~~."'-----~ -.--"'- .•,-.<~"~

wri tingi£.an.epi&t.emic.actiY.it~ilndJ)eeks_tojntrQcill(:g_g~TI~f'ic:ta"flguag-
iX:~~~li~he)ournal and collaborative learning) into educa-

-........ ..--------------~..---..~-.-.-"'--,-...-..-.•.--.-""- ..,.,.-
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tional environments of any kind. T~e'se'~ondiPproach ())g., Williams
and Colomb) seeks to identify, systemattze;-andteachthe rhetorical /
practices of particular disciplinary communities, In the firsta~~p'roacn,
the same ~ac~ing methb~_~!~ a~~_~.ili~~_~~gtl~!ly.a.pp!~p.~~~~.and
equ!!.lYef~t~~~~~~~~P!~~~!Y ~p~~~!.\ity. It implies a dichotomy
between peQagogical method and content somewhat analogous to
the dichotomy between language and content noted earlier in the
discussion of Writing-WNCP. As Slevin et al. note,

With regard to the teaching of writing, then, we distinguish between
the concept of writing across the curriculum and the concept of writing
within disciplines. In the former, writing across the curriculum, we look
for general practices, common procedures for teaching writing that will
work in all sorts of courses; so our attention here will be on generaliza-
tionsabout the writing process, learning, and cognitive growth.

In tht;.second ap.Qrbach,wJitingwtbj!1..di~\;:ipljn~S,tbe.sepu~ation
of method and content is never an issueJ~gcauS'ew:riting;;t~~!gnments-. --..-~, .

are}1.1s!~~dby the spedTic rhetor~~alprac~~§ __QHhe_~I!!.I"fl_:mity.For
example, in a journal Kauffman kept on her teaching, she wrote,

During lecture today I made a small writing assignment that students
should turn in a week later at the next lecture. The assignment was, for
those students in the Monday class that would, on Friday, complete
Experiment III, to plot the turbidity of the culture, as requested in the
report section of Experiment III and then to describe the resulting curve,
This was to be completed in five or six sentences, since as I said in
Appendix I, more words did not convey more meaning .... Since the
material that they were writing would be an integral part of their final
report, this exercise was not a "ghost" or "dry" effort. (Sept. 7, 1988)

At the inception of the pilot project, Velez and Young had been
taking the first approach to WAC and not paying much attention to
the second. This was apparent in their efforts to introduce journal-
keeping into the biology class and in their lack of any effort to learn
about education in biology. When Kauffman rejected the proposal to
expand the functions of the lab notebooks, Velez and Young realized
that they were outsiders, strangers in a strange land, so to speak, and
that they needed to find a more appropriate strategy to guide their
activities in the project; as it turned out, this required moving from the
generalist-epistemic approach to a more discipline-oriented approach.
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They realized that they needed to learn a great deal more about lan-
guage practices in biology before they could be useful to Kauffman
and before they could hope to introduce useful changes that would
persist in her class. As Velez now recalls, both she and Young had
been talking too much. But this was understandable, she says, because
neither she nor Young had known what to listen for. She further
recalls this moment as the point at which she started to immerse
herself in biology materials, thinking that if she was going to help
redesign a course, she had better first know something about the
course. Metaphorically speaking, Vele~A!1d_Y.Q.~1Jg.abandoned their
rQ!:_of W~c..~is.~i()fl<1!!_e?_andbecaI!\es(}l!I_et~~I]g.lih~ anthropologists
iD_~~stigating the c':l.ltllr.~.oLacage~z:ni~.bi.~!2gy·

CTlIT6id "Ceertz defines the culture of a people as an "ensemble
of texts, themselves ensembles, which the anthropologist strains to
read over the shoulders of those to whom they properly belong" (129).
Velez and Young began reading "over the shoulders" of those to
whom the texts properly belong, both literally and figuratively. They
began to collect information about practices in Kauffman's course,

J using surveys, tape-recorded interviews with Kauffman and students,
taking notes on what went On in lectures and labs, and assembling
sets of syllabi, assignments, and student reports. Their immediate
goal was a deep, if narrow, knowledge of language practices in the
lab course as a reflection of broader disciplinary practices and the
rhetoric underlying those practices.

82

Writillg with a Specific COIllent

Thus far we have been characterizing a particular tradition in
writing instruction (i.e., Writing-WNCP), a tradition that has dictated
many of the distinctive features of composition instruction in English
departments in this country and that many in other disciplines invoke
when thinking about writing instruction. When Kauffman talked
about writing and writing instruction, she appeared to be drawing
on this tradition. But when she talked about teaching biology and the
language practices of biologists, another conception of writing seemed
to be invg.!t~eJ...,.",whatwe might call "writing~ecifiG-Gefitent"

,I (!Y!l!~I!.i:wsC). ih this second tradition of writing instruction, content
serves ~hIn the sort of instrumental function discussed earlier.

As we have noted, Writing-WNCP is a dualistic conception of
writing and writing instruction, in which language forms and content
are seen as separable; in contrast, this second conception (WSC) is
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(~~'~iiti) If we try to tease out the underlying assumptions of this
conception we get something like the following:

1. A language act is a composite of form and meaning.
2. Subject matter constrains writing, that is, it is not simply a passive

environment.
3. Subject matter makes a significant difference in the particular writing

skills that get learned.

Given these assumptions, neither the student nor the teacher can
afford an indifference to subject matter any more than they can afford,
in a traditional writing course, an indifference to the principles of
writing being taught. To teach the subject matter of a discipline is, in
effect, to simultaneously teach languaging about the discipline; and,
perhaps also true, tQJ.e.i!£hJ.~.~g~DK~n the discipline is to teach the
-subject matter of the discipline. ---'------,--'"

'--mane ol'to"{nfifervlews Velez had with a student, trying to
discover the sources of the student's knowledge about the rhetoric of
biology, she asked the student (Bill) about his work in other courses:

B[ill]: The next year, though, I plan on taking ... two classes in the
spring which are graduate-level courses. The whole theme is to read (a
report] and discuss it ... be able to critique them .... You know,
if what you see is wrong with that approach, (the] conclusions, [the]
capabilities of their methods from the data, results ....

B: And essentially it's just like a round table. People sit there, they've
read them, give their ideas .... We've done that a little.bit in the classes
this semester ... where he had a paper that he wanted everyone to
read. Everybody read it, and myself and somebody else, one other person
... talked about, which makes you kind of feel pretty stupid because
if no one else wants to say anything ... whereas in graduate courses
that's what you're really wanted (to do].

LV: Do you think that the situation of those round table classes are
comparable to the kinds of the discussion you might have at a lab meet-
ing? Were you looking for research procedures ... ?

B:Our lab meetings, you have a lab meeting followed by a journal article.
Lab meeting people come in and discuss the results ... where to go
next, what everyone thinks .... And then after we do have a journal
(dub] where sornebody's read a paper and he gets up and essentially
outlines it, and starts discussing it, and people, if they have questions
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they'll ask YOu, and if they have thoughts, so, it's not quite a round
table discussion ....

LV: Is that a function of your group ... ?

B: Uh-huh, well it's essentially, it forces people not to get hooked into
just [one way of thinking], it keeps their eyes open so they're not ignorant
of what's going on. And sometimes you're forced to read a section of
the paper that you're not comfortable with, soyouhave to go back and
read it. Now the previous papers, you get a feel for it.

The focus of such critical activity, Kauffman has observed, is on the
relation of the method to the data and the conclusions drawn from
the data. But it seems apparent that one important way biology stu-
dents learn the rhetorical practices of their discipline is by discussing
the accuracy, completeness, coherence, and relevance of information
of scientific reports. Unfortunately, we do not know much about this
kind of learning.

Informal Learning in Writing-WSC

P~'!It_of--tfte-aeet::llk:lTa·HeIl-proc~$~31_discipline is learning to
contxoljtLcha.ra.cJeristidang\.lilge practices. Whel\W"fIfing is taught
in the Writing-WSC tradition or, perha"ps moreaccurately, if writing
is taught rather than learned through practice, care is likely to be
taken to explain just how the subject matter of the discipline shapes
language behavior. In the Writing-WNCP tradition, writing is usually
taught formally; explicit instruction is provided in its various features.
In contrast, as Velez's interview with the student suggests, in Writing-

if W.'SC. learning the .Jing~~tic _~~_drh:~?~~~ practice~~.d is an
\ i~m~lZrocesS'and-is supposeCI1Otake care of itself,no matter how
\ important the teacher regards the practices.
1 Because of the loose coupling they tend to perceive between

formal writing instruction and their own capacities to write as mem-
bers of a field, many content experts believe that writing ability in

\ 1 their discipline is essentially a maturational skill, something gradually
Ii inferred from practice while learning the subject matter. Many who

hold the maturation hypothesis lump writing with the many abilities
that must be acquired in t~ struggle for initiation, as part of the
unspoken dues-paying that goes into any worthwhile rite of entry.
But for all its intuitive appeal, the experts' maturational hypothesis
is seriously confounded. For it may be that experts who give voice to it
constitute a self-selected population who managed, through tenacity,

~
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.'~ practice, or some heroic act of intervention from their mentors or

peers, to overcome an inadequate formal training in writing. Analo-
gously, there may well be populations who managed to learn the
subject matter of a field to some acceptable level but who nonetheless
were denied further education or entry because of inadequate training
in writing. However, members of this population are seldomaround
to lend their dissenting voices. (Kauffman notes that Darwin had a
term for this process.) Such excluded populations would call into
question the maturational hypothesis that says, "In time everyone
can learn, more or less, to write in their chosen subject matter."

As we have already seen, the informality of rhetorical education
in the Writing-WSC tradition seemed to be apparent in Bill's com-
ments. It is also apparent in one of the interviews where Kauffman,
Velez, and Young were discussing introductions in scientific reports,
how students learn to write them in biology, and what might be done
to improve student performance:

L[inda]: So I think if we do this as a more directive exercise, considering
that our goal is to focus on introductions ....

Y:You might ... say, look, this isn't just a pedagogical exercise. [There
are] values [for the professional biologist in this]. Outlining or summariz-
ing is a powerful heuristic ....

L: Well and not only that but these kids are looking forward to writing
papers for other classes ... in their upper level courses. [In] many cases
their grades depend on them writing a good paper on the research topic .
of their choice. And these kinds of skills [rhetorical skills having to do
with scientific articles that enable them] ... to read them effectively,
summarize them effectively, write them up effectively, and find them
in the library are things which they're expected to be able to do, Qlld I,
for the life of me dOM't knoui how they learn hozo. 1 really dOM'1 ... [italics
added].

An English teacher working out of dualist assumptions might
suggest that Kauffman doesn't know how they acquire their rhetorical
knowledge because she isn't the one who teaches them. However,
the students themselves cast some doubt on this explanation, for they
tend not to see English as relevant to their work in biology. In a survey
of the students early on in the pilot project, one of them responded
to the question of whether there were subjects that did not contribute
to their progress as biologists as follows: "Spanish. English (though
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necessary, it was not helpful)." Although similar attitudes have been
reported in other studies (e.g., Kalmbach), one should be careful not
to make too much of comments such as this one, since not many
students responded that way and since they also criticized courses in
biology.

Theoretical Consistency and Practice

Since the assumptions of Writing7WSC seem on their face thor-
oughly incompatible with those of Writing-WNCP, one would expect
an intense theoretical battle in composition pedagogy between propo-
nents of each tradition. But this is far from the case. While some
clearly see an intellectual divide, many teachers move freely across
these frameworks as if there were no inconsistency between them.
They act as if the frameworks represented a de facto curricular division
(between, for example, freshman writing and advanced disciplinary
writing) rather than a fundamental intellectual difference about the
acquisition of writing skill; as if one set of learning assumptions made
sense for freshmen and a wholly different and incompatible set made
sense for upperclassmen. Notice that Kauffman appears to hold both
positions. When she is talking about writing and writing instruction,
she seems to dichotomize linguistic form and content. But when she is
talking about practices in biology and the teaching of biology, language
practices are inextricably linked to the discipline.

Why do many see no necessary theoretical barriers to moving
eclectically between seemingly incompatible sets of assumptions? At
least part of the answer may be that one motive for offering writing
instruction in content courses i~.sal rather than theoretical. Many
writing teachers and content specialists alike are concerned with the
poor ability of students to write in particular subject matters, particu-
larly academic subjects. Even though they continue to subscribe to
the learning assumptions ofWriting-WNCP, they realize that for the
sake of ~lpinQ studen~s in their academic subjects and their ~~gJS
it is best to after'c-o;~ntiOi1arp;~~·BecofulDi~n;~~Mcious of
the need to teach writing in the subject matters with which students
have difficulty, they incorporate contents associated with disciplinary
learning directly into writing courses. The result has been the familiar
upper-level technical writing and business writing courses and, more
recently, WAC courses taught by English teachers in which students
from the various disciplines write about the subject matters of their
disciplines (Kinneavy 16-17; Hamilton). These steps can be taken

(
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without violating the assumptions of Writing-WNCPi to put it another
way, they do not necessarily require adopting the premises of Writing-
WSc. They may be simply practical responses to particular language
difficulties.

A similar tendency to ignore theoretical inconsistencies and their
pedagogical implications is apparent in the way writing teachers have
approached dualist and monist theories of style. In "The Problem of
Style" Louis Milic notes that "no inconsistency seems to be felt by
those who hold those essentially inimical opinions, perhaps by reason
of the minor importance usually attached to theories of style since
any compromise offering pragmatic satisfaction makes theoretical con-
sistency unnecessary" (277). It is not at all clear that a theoreticaJly
consistent pedagogy is necessarily preferable to an eclectic pedagogy
that is effective in solving immediate problems. It seems reasonable for
the teacher of writing to prefer pragmatic effectiveness to theoretical
consistency, particularly when the adequacy of available theories is
often questionable.

A disadvantage of pragmatic eclecticism, at least an uncritical
eclecticism, is that one thereby forgoes the heuristic and critical power
that theories, even in their present state of development, can offer
the teacher-scholar who is trying to examine existing programs or
develop more effective ones. Furthermore, unless one tries to hold
practice to certain standards of theoretical consistency, one is likely
to perpetuate the kinds of misunderstandings that beset Young and
Kauffman when they exchanged innocent-sounding words like "argu-
ment" and "presentation." For both, "argument" and "presentation"
were not isolated dictionary entries, but theoretical terms within elabo-
rate theoretical frameworks. Our vocabularLa.!:9ut ~ritlll~_iS_alreaay \
h~b!L'theorized"; if we do 'not take the time to understand the ways
in which this TSSO, our discussions about writing are likely to have
little impact on om practice. And our practice will remain piecemeal, .
ad hoc, and unaccountable.

1//

Learning Writing and Content Together:
Acquiring Expertise

In the fall semester of 1990, Velez was hired by the Biology Depart-
ment to continue and expand the work with Kauffman. A year later
they gave a progress report on the project at the one of the Teaching
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Center's luncheon forums; Kauffman, remarking on her perceptions
of the project, noted that she had initially thought the project would
"enhance the students' learning to write reports, i.e., to communicate
their discipline," but that she has come to see it as learning how to
use "writing to learn the intellectual tasks of the discipline." We get
some insight into how this change of perception came about from
answers Kauffman and Velez gave to two questions: How has the
collaboration worked? What has been done?

.~'.~

1. First, we had to learn how to talk to each other: the goals, language,
and assumptions we have are not the same. Hours of classroom
observations clarified the logic and focus of biology.

2. We had to identify what student assignments already in place might
be served better by a different "process."

3. We had to dissect~signments to identify what students were sup-
posed to learn. In the process we clarified where they had difficulties.
We often found there were multiple tasks or goals within a single
assignment.

4. By ~~ratinmultiple tasks or goals from each other, we could rede-
sigIiassignments so t at they mor~c:l~!Iyse~d onl~ne ofihO-~~
goaECWe C9l!!dthen set ujJil series of.1'!l1~llerassignm;nts oractivities
tobuild experienc-;;'"br~;de~";;r;di~g P12ID:~§,sjy'ely~===--- -----"

6. vveprOi:nO're practiceandexperfe~~e~ather than testing.
7. We emphasize both the separate tasks and their integration, but at

different stages in the series. For example, in the first semester, the
emphasis in lab report requirements might be on good graphic and
tabular presentation of data and correct analysis of these data, while
in the second semester the task expands to include writing good
introductions to the reports.

The project, which continues, has a double purpose-to provide
opportunities for developing and testing ideas about writing in the
content areas and to position us for initiating a more comprehensive
program. As a model for program development throughout the uni-
versity, it is open to question, since the commitment of time and
dollars has been too great to be duplicated on a large scale. On the
other hand, if we judge it by its educational outcomes, it has been
very successful. The amount and diversity of writing in the biology
courses has increased substantially, and the purposes to which it is
put are more varied; for example, a substantial amount of writing is
now done whose goal is not communication or knowledge testing but
learning.
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And as an exercise in exploratory research it has been invaluable.
We have, as we have suggested, learned much about contextual con-
straints on pedagogical methods, about language practices in another
disciplinary community, about tacitly held assumptions and their con-
sequences, and about the conditions for effective interaction across
disciplinary communities. And we have become much more aware
of how much research must be done in order to understand the tangled
assumptions that drive WAC programs in their various forms and
how much must be done in order to make effective use of this under-
standing in the development of mote adequate writing programs.

Tangled Assumptions about Expertise

The uncertain and tentative interactions between Velez and
Young on the one hand and Kauffman on the other arose, in partat
least, because of the uncertain and tentative locus of expertise. Velez
and Young began their work with Kauffman on the assumption that
they were the experts in writing who had the Word and she was the
expert in biology who needed the Word. It was up to Kauffman to
make use of what they brought her. Kauffman, for her part, did not
question Velez and Young's expertise but assumed from the start that
their expertise would accommodate her own expertise in biology.
When all three soon recognized that no easy accommodation could
be made, there was a perceived vacuum of power and authority.
Who should be teaching whom? Since Velez and Young had placed
themselves in the role of consultants, they resolved that it was up to
them to learn more about Kauffman's expertise. They came to believe
that the sought-after expertise lay with Kauffman and that they were
there simply to help Kauffman gain greater access to its rhetorical
dimension. However, as they continued to interact with Kauffman,
it became apparent to all that Kauffman was not simply relying on
Velez and Young to remind her of what she already knew about
writing in biology. Velez and Young were learning more about rele-
vant features of biology education, ~ndKauffman was learning more
abolIfwr1ffi1g:-uesplte1Kei{mutual efforts to pinpoint the locus of
experti~Zthe more they interacted the less well defined the center
of expertise seemed to become.

This course of events, which we believe is not peculiar to the
circumstances we have described, makes WAC a cruel temptress.
From a distance, developing a WAC program appears not only to be
a highly desirable task but also to be a relatively simple one, in part
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beca use the division of expertise seems so clear. Subj ect-rna tter experts
have a problem fostering language skills in their ·students. Who else
to solve it but experts in writing? Up close, however, the boundaries
demarcating expertise become more blurred and problematic.

The uncertain distribution of expertise between the writing
teacher and the subject-matter teacher may be a consequence of unre-
fined dichotomies not only in the WAC movement but, more broadly,
in our understanding of writing as well. Dualists, as we have noted,
separate language and content, leaving the relationship between them
unaddressed. Within this school of thought, the division of expertise
between the writing expert and the subject-matter expert remains
neatly-but usually too simply-demarcated. Monists try to resolve
the problematic relationship between language and content by deny-
ing their separability. We can see the insistence on fusion in John
Middleton Murray's remark that "style is not an isolable quality of
writing; it is writing itself" (quoted in Milic281). Here language and
content are seen as identical: to study the one is to study the other.
Thus, thoroughgoing monists are likely to have difficulty accommo-
dating the concept of writing expert, if we define writing expert as the
dualist does, that is, as one concerned exclusively with the language of
discourse. What is needed, we suggest, are. more s~~!?tD~gJ;!fforts
to refine our underStanding-'o-t t!l~~,_clgfiniti;~'~-~~~ddichotolt1ies,
regardl-ess ciTwhether-;ur>~fi;temellts Ie;idto-a'r~s~lllti~nof the
matter;)nthiS-wnaudTng'section,we wish to review some contribu-
tio'ns'to such refinements in an attempt to understand experiences in
the pilot project and, more generally, writing programs in the content
areas.

Work relevant to understanding the ..relation of linguistic for.m...
... '~--""'- ~~-~." ., ~.--_____ _ .__--......, e'

and content has been carried out in a variety of disciplines an-a under
a v~~;ety--;r names. The relationship itself produces a whole family
of dichotomies, their common denominator beingIanguage: language
andcontenrTan~ge and thinking, language"ar:tdcogriTffon;"lan-
ouage···and"tneThod~ilgll?:g~:~a-~~~~~~In-g~=a-~4soon.SnIrario ther
dichot6iriYlhafm"ust be considered as we explore language practices
in the content disciplines is that between generic problem-solving
s tra tegies and practices unique to partic~I.'lr_!l.i!1g§~·QlJ3ro1Jli"ri1s-and
contexts. fneachcase-;'1ne question'iliIse"s as to the role of language
in specialized performances that go beyond the exemplification of
linguistic skill alone.
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Models of Expertise
G~~!.a~,~ki/ls 0C}d~(bhe literature that speaks to many of

these dichotomies ana; in particular, to the one between general arti-
culable strategies and skills unique to particular contexts and data has
been that of ,~s, especially those with a long-
standing interest in modeling expert knowledge on computers or at
least on the basis of a mechanistic model of mind. In the 1950s and
early 1960s, a widely held view among cognitive psychologists (e.g.,
Newell and Simon) was that expertise is a matter of controlling general
strategies that are useful in any subject area. 2 Polya's influential work
found that expertsin.mathematics rely on a battery of strategies (e.g..
decomposing a problem, making diagrams, examining special cases)
that are in no way unique to mathematics. In the late 1950$, Newell,
Shaw, and Simon developed a computer program called the "General
Problem-Solver" that could solve problems in a variety of domains
through a common set of general strategies involving the monitoring
of goals along with monitoring the extent to which certain actions
move one toward or away from these goals. While there is no neces-
sary connection between an expert's reliance on these general strate-
gies and the expert's ability or need to articulate them as part of his
or her intellectual activity, it should be clear that general strategies
(e. g,~"keep_ali~t9LYQ1JLgoals,and-monilQL)'ou-r_,aZtIonsTQwar,[them)
are, in principle,easier to. artic"ul~tt!a!1g tgach,JhiHl.areskUls whose
fqr:!!1;fationr~q1.i.ir.~ssti-b~t~~ii(ll.contextual. information,

Whe~"Velez and Young first approached Kauffman, they Were
relying on a simple division of expertise implied by these formulations.
That is to say, Velez and Young assumed they had a battery of general
strategies to offer Kauffman and that these general strategies, confi-
gurable to any subject matter concerns, would do no violence to
Kauffman's practices. However, as Young and Velez came to realize,
they were, if not totally wrong, at least not right enough, and for the
same reasons that the aforementioned model of expertise has been
called into question.

Perkins and Salomon note that th':r:t1o?el of :xpertise that as- I
sumes generality a~ross doIllainsfell out of fav(Jrin the early1970s j

for threereasons."First~sttldieso(expert performance in chess sug-
gested that experts seem to rely mote on noticing and recognizing
patterns on the chessboard than on applying general strategies. Ac-
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cording to Perkins and Salomon, a person who applies a strategy can
report (or, in principle, be induced to report) the whys and wherefores
of doing what he or she is doing. However, they note that studies of
expertise in chess found that experts are more inclined to reason in
terms of highly contextualized configurations (e.g., "I move my bishop
from square A to B whenever my bishop is in square A while my
knight is in square C and my opponent's bishop is in square D")
than in terms of general strategies applied to chess (e.g., "If I closely
monitor my goals and the success of my actions toward achieving
them, I increase my chances of overall success" or, even more specifi-
cally, "control the center").

The second reason models favoring general articulable skills fell
out of favor Came to light in another battery of studies in which a
computer programmed with local knowledge in a subject area per-
formed more impressively ill that area than a computer equipped only
with general strategies. Simply put, a computer with some mathemati-
cal knowledge will solve math problems better than a computer with
only general strategies that can be applied to math; a computer with
some chess knowledge will solve chess problems better than a com-
puter with only general strategies that can be applied·to chess.

Finally, a third set of studies revealed that expertise in one area
or in one form of a problem does not necessarily transfer to other
subjects or problems. These results are of a piece with the common
observation among writing teachers that expertise in one genre of
writing does not guarantee expertise in another. Being a superb techni-
cal writer does not make one a great poet, and vice versa.

J The common implication of these studies is that the subject area
and the context in which it is presented are both vital to a theory of
expertise. The power of this contextualist view of expertise came home
to Velez and Young when they were initially confronted with the
limitations of their own expertise. Nonetheless, the recognition of
contextualisrn was a hard one for them to accept because they under-
stood that Kauffman.had all along been looking to their expertise. This
put Velez and Young in the strange position of having to claim their
ability to understand Kauffman's rhetorical expertise as being the
expertise they could bring to Kauffman. The claim was both strange
and strained for Velez and Young but no less for Kauffman because
at times she wanted to disavow the very expertise (i.e., the art of
writing biology) on which Velez and Young claimed their own de-
pended. Recall, for example, Kauffman's remark about how her stu-
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dents learned to write in the discipline: "I don't know how they learn
it. I really don't." From a belief in exeertis~~~g~p_~ral.s.~sategi~sthat
Velez and Young could bring ,t£.bi()logy, al~ree cam!:,to embrace
an~;ntir~1~d..~!.f.~r.~:~D!f.t~g~:~f.~xper.ti,s.t;,.one_~hichdeeply embedded
thee~.e~r~~~:,.?~!!!~~_~ ..?,i9..!?gt:.il).K?.Y.lfm..'!r(~.~.t!~j~~!__matter and
in the context in whic!.'..:S.h~._~,ante~..t~Eres~!1~ it.

i"fheco·nteTtUiiIiSi-Model. The contextualist view of expertise they
then-embraced had already been for some time an important theoreti-
cal framework for writing in the content areas. Advocates of this
movement, spurred on by the writings of Richard Rorty, 'argue that
to.learn how to write is to learn the local contexts in which discourse ./
communities acquire knowledge. Rorty (48) has argued against the
existence of universals that exist independent of local situations and
the local vocabularies used to describe .them. He has described disci-
plines as islands of historically contingent vocabularies (75) that must
be traveled on their own terms. Expressions across islands may over-
lap, but the overlap represents no overarching "generality." It merely
represents the same historical contingency that exists on any single
island. Young and Velez's impulse to drop the missionary attitude
and become anthropologists was very much a Rortian impulse.

This impulse and the contextualist conception of rhetorical ability
that it implies require some clarification. First, it may seem that contex-
tualism is incompatible with training that passes as "general" or "ge-
neric." But this is not necessarily the case. Contextualists can concede
that some skills of writing (e.g., skill in spelling, grammar, usage) are
transcontextual and can be taught with very light references to content
and context-even though, in principle, they would deny that these
skills are or ever can be strictly "decontextualized" or "content-free."
Second, while contextualism is currently a strong force in the WAC
movement, it is not the only force. Many WAC advocates, for example,
seem to retain the Rarnian split between form and content, believing
that students should simply get more writing practice in their content
courses as a way of fostering a kind of generalized literacy. Even those
for whom writing knowledge and content knowledge ate a problem-
free duality will grant the benefits of practice, no matter what the
content or context. Hence, encouraging writing practice in a particular
disciplinary context does not necessarily imply a contextualist po-
sition.

Were the contextualist position the end of the story, we would
expect Velez and Young to have helped Kauffman gain access to and
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solidify what she knew all along about writing biology. In such a case
the flow of new knowledge would have been mostly one-way, with
Kauffman changing Velez and Young far more than they changed
her. That is, Velez and Young would havelearned a great deal that
was new to them about the rhetoric of biology, but Kauffman would
only come to understand better what it was she already knew. After
all, the native normally changes the anthropologist; not the other way
around. As contextualists, all Velez and Young could want or expect
to do is define what it means to "write biology" and to study the
expert's, that is, Kauffman's, practices in order to crystalize for her
the rhetorical definitions, principles, and procedures that she was
already using.

The story doesn't have this ending, however. In fact, the story
1 is still unfolding. Yet it is already clear tha~ the en~ng foreshad.owed
. by contextualisrn ~ not wholly s~orted ~he events of the project.'-=-------=---., ---.---~-,~.-.~--~-..'

Velez and Young's interaction with Kauffman has led to Kauffman's
becoming more sensitive to rhetorical principles and practices, both

!With.in...b..i.O.IOg.yan.d w.ith.O.U..t ..W~.inves. ~i.&~~i~gK~yffman' s expe.rtise,Velez and Young have convinced Kauffman that their 0Y:V.ILeXpertise
has r~)eV<lDS:~t~h~r 'Ywk as a biologist and~-'t~~-~her~f biology.
cZ1iitJjjli~g!§I§T~'f)Thechanges in the-liilfoldi;Gstory be-

tween Velez, Young," and Kauffman seem related to changes now
taking place in current theories of expertise. The contextual view of
expertise is being supplanted by newer, synthetic theories that argue

(

!that expertise relies on a complex and so far u~ecifiedinteraction

i b.~~e~~~~n ...t_~~. .t_. !<~9\VI~<:Ig.~.an_~.~e~.e.~~lstrate~~t~§... D?C. iple
i artIcu!'!QLe__a_I1c!.~~il_ch':l.~.!~'The baSIS for these synthetic theones of
i expertise is in experimental studies showing that experts benefit from

general strategies when they enter new and unfamiliar areas of study.
For example, Clement found that experts in physics resort to general
strategies (e.g., analogy, goal-monitoring, exploring extreme cases)
when they work on problems in areas of physics that are unfamiliar.
Schoenfeld found that general strategies can significantly improve
performance in mathematics when the strategies are taught in con-
junction with the context. Salomon and Perkins found that skills in
one context are likely to transfer to another if learners get the chance
to practice the skill extensively and across a variety of contexts or if
they are made mindful of the applicability in new contexts of skills
already in their possession.

These recent theories of expertise-which we might call "interac-
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tionist'i-c-seem more descrip tive of what Kauffman, Velez, and Young
actually experienced in their collaboration. More than generalist or
contexfualist theories, these theories are able to account for the ,~~ifting ./
'pac.~~d for~~~2Lfu~,lQ<;),l§_...QL~~p~rt.ise_lJetvveen the two rheiorfc
eXj1lertsa~<IIh~_(!~p~rttr:tlJi9.h?ID'.:!bey also adumbrate the shifts that
any student might experience in seeking to combine subject-matter
expertise with expertise in writing for a particular disciplinary commu-
nity. Thus'_~!~~.~~l!1~!}t\!LJlJJe.sU.Qn __QLYYA~_ pedagogy is how to
engender in_~!~~~~~ writersboth t~ese kinds'of expertise and the
ability tor~iatet~~m])rawrngHoin Interactionist theories of exper-
tise,Michael Carter has sought to do this. Carter sees expertise in __
writi~g as includ.ing b<?,thlocal a~d generaL~!;?'.":led~e, and he r~lies~7
heavily on the literature that views general strategies as stepping-
stones to localized expertise or, to change the metaphor, as bootstraps
by which a writer can pull himself or. herself to a fuller and more
detailed understanding of how to work within specific disciplinary
domains. Such general strategies become, with practice, increasingly
streamlined, routinized, and contextualized.

Carter's approach to expertise in writing does not subvert either
dualist or contextualist assumptions; instead, it houses them within
what Carter hopes to be a single unified theory. One set of assump-
tions, he argues, is useful for thinking about writing before a subject-
matter has been entered; an entirely different set of assumptions
comes to play upon entry into a subject-matter domain and a disciplln-
ary community. An attractive feature of his argument is that it tends
to confirm the status quo, in which Englishdepartrnents provide
instruction in generic: strategies and knowledge, and the content areas
provide instruction in local language practices; in~~fect, his version
of interactionist theory justifi~s--,tl1t!ctl.rrel1tcliYisiotlb~t"",een [resbrnan
composition and upper-division writing courses. Since it provides a
theoretical justification for the present situation, if does not call for
major disruptions in current institutional structures and educational
practices, which might well for practical reasons disqualify the theory
from serious consideration.

A difficulty with his argument, however, is that it overlooks the
discontent that helped to shape WAC programs in the first place-
that is, the uneasy perception shared by many that the writing taught
in freshman English programs is not sufficient for and is not easily
adapted by student writers entering specific content areas. Were both
freshman writing and subject-based writing working elements of a
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single theory and a single coherent educational process, as Carter
suggests, it would be difficult to explain why the transition between.
them is not smooth. Had Velez and Young perceived that biology
students were merely extending freshman principles of writing within
the biology course, they would have seen no problem with writing
in the biology major. Had Kauffman perceived that biology students
were localizing their rhetorical knowledge to biology in appropriate
ways, she might not have collaborated with Velez and Young.

A second literature that has proved useful in refining the relation-
ship betw~~l!~t knowledge and particular subject matters is
that on([e"flective practi~ince it provides another rationale quite
different ~or valuing both insider and outsider knowl-
edge. Theorists interested in reflective practice tend to center their
focus on the expert's unusual ability to reflect upon a problem even
in the process of solving it. A central voice in the literature on reflective
practice has been that of Donald Schon, who characterizes the profes-
sions and the sciences throughout the first half of this century as
having slighted the importance of reflection intechnical practice. He

J ca,ps the ideology __tb~.!_~_~~med !':!!~c:!io@~ical ratio/laTrrq:)Tech-
nical rationality, according to Schon, consists only of "instrumental"
problem-solving; it assumes that the role of the practitioner is to apply
knowledge without needing to reflect upon it or adjust it in any
significant way to the peculiarities of a local context; it assumes that
there is no indigenous theory of practice (21-34). Schon argues that
since the 1960s both the general public and the professions themselves
have become increasingly aware that practice often implicates many
areas of specialization and exposes uncertainties in existing theory:

,-~

When professionals consider what road to build, for example, they deal
usually with a complex and ill-defined situation in which geographic,
topological, financial, economic, and political issues are all mixed to-
gether. Once they have somehow decided what road to build and go
on to consider how best to build it, they may have a problem they can
solve by the application of available techniques; but when the road they
have built leads unexpectedly tothe destruction of a neighborhood, they
may find themselves again in a situation of uncertainty. (40)

Schon argues that a good practitioner relies heavily on what he
calls knowledge-in-action, that is, knowledge about what we are do-
ing. But this knowledge is often inadequate to the problem ath~
and must be supplemented by what Schon ,C::-In-i:CllOii;- '/

. -~~
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,w~_~~.g.tt.L@i1i !YJQlhtI}!<~bou t~!!.~L~.l:r.i.~~J.b!Q'!:!8.h_the.consequent:es
and ill1pli~.a_~~nsof 'Yha~~~'!r.~9~!!.'g~.s_~e_~~~ doing it (54). Studying
architects, psychotherapists, engineers, agronomfSts~-and economists,
Schon found that all make significant use of reflection-in-practice
when they run into situations of unanticipated complexity, uncer-
tainty, or instability, situations, according to Schon, that occur all the
time in professional life but which ate seldom recognized as having
a distinctive character:

Although reflection-in-action is an extraordinary process, it is not a rare
event. Indeed, for some reflective practitioners it is the core of practice.
Nevertheless, because professionalism is still mainly identified with tech-
nical expertise, reflection-in-action is not generally accepted-even by
those who do it-as a legitimate form of professional knowing. (69)

It is too strong a claim to associate reflection-in-action solely with
linguistic skills. Musicians and baseball pitchers rely on reflection-in-
action according to Schon but do not necessarily reflect in words. "We
need not suppose that they [musicians] reflect-in-action in the medium
of words. More likely, they reflect through a 'feel for the music' which
is not unlike the pitcher's 'feel for the ball' " (56).

However, there is no doubt that many reflective practices are lin-
guistic. Much of reflection-in-action involves setting the problem that
needs to be solved. And problem-setting, according to Schon, includes
the linguistic activities of naming the components of the problem and
framing the context in which they will be attended to. "Problem setting
is a process in which, interactively, we name the things to which we will
attend and frame the context in which we will attend to them" (40). Schon
found, for example, that designers often rely on talking to others in
order to monitor their drawing (80), that they have an extensive vocabu-
lary dealing with function, cost, scale, materials, and so on that they
keep coming back to as they work and rework their technical sketches
(96). In an observation related to Schon's, Kauffman points out an inter-
esting difference between the work environments in the English De-
partment and the Biology Department at Carnegie Mellon, a difference
that may reflect not only different styles of research but different reflec-
tive practices. In the English Department each faculty member has an
individual office; thus, each is isolated from the others. In the Biology
Department the architectural layout is designed to encourage continual
collaborative interaction between the faculty leader and members of the

.research project team .
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A clear implication of Schon's theory is to blur the boundaries
between insider and outsider knowledge since a reflective practitioner
must constantly "get outside" his or her own context in order to
understand it better. And what better way to get outside one's own
context than to make use of the perceptions of people who are already
on the outside. Consequently, Schon argues that a reflective prac-
titioner should have an entirely different relationship to a client than
a professional committed to the notion of the technical expert. Schon
contends that a reflective practitioner has every reason to discourage
a passive client and to encourage the client to form a working partner-
ship with him or her (302). In many respects, this is the relationship
that formed between Kauffman on the one hand and Velez and Young
on the other. Early on, they defined their relationship according to
the value of the distinctive specialties they brought to one another.
Each was a specialist to the other and each was, at one time or another,
a client. As time went on, the value of what they supposedly knew
as specialists began to wane. The value of what they knew and could
bring to each other as outsiders, as nonexperts, began to grow. Velez
and Young began to recognize that Kauffman's outside (allegedly
naive) perspective about writing enhanced their own specialized un-
derstanding. Kauffman began to recognize that Velez and Young's
outside (allegedly naive) perspective about biology, or perhaps more
accurately the teaching of biology, could enhance her own. Who knew
what and who was the client for whom became less important issues,

J Both sides had a common mission of deciding what biology students
~>ec!~Qjg-J<.nowaEOi.iii.is;~0rlanguagg,and both sides became more
re flective in their prac~ice, ma!Si!!gJ11.-e_~~A~~~::_t~emsElve~~';lessaistinct.

RefreCtive theories of practice based on Schon'smodelhilVe been ...
used in a number of contexts. For example, Fischer, McCall, and
March have been working on a computer environment to teach
graphic designers reflection-in-action by integrating a sketching envi-
ronment with a verbal reasoning component that allows them to reflect
on what they are doing in language as they are doing it. The computer
is not itself reflective but is designed to help students augment their
own reflective processes. Reflective theories of practice have been
incorporated into writing research as well, partly in an attempt to
refine the relationship between rhetorical knowledge and subject-
matter knowledge in writing. Bereiter, Scardarnalia, and Steinbach
("Teachability"; "Fostering") report that expert writers negotiate two
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very different problem spaces as they write. They call one space the
content space, the other, the rhetorical space:

We may conceive of composition planning as taking place in two types
of problem spaces. One type, the content space, is made up of knowledge
states that may be broadly characterized as beliefs. It Is the kind of space
in which one works out opinions, makes moral decisions, generates
inferences about matters of fact, formulates causal explanations, and so
on. Content spaces thus have wide use in daily life and ate by no means
limited to composition planning.

The other type of problem space, the rhetorical space, is specifically
tied to text production. The knowledge states to be found in this kind
of space are mental representations of actual or intended text-representations
that may be at various levels of abstraction from verbatim representation
to representation of main ideas and global intentions. ("Fostering" 302)

If dualist views of writing were true, these spaces could work in
parallel with little or no conflict and with an easy return from one
space to another. But Bereiter and Scardarnalia report that novice
writers have a great deal of difficulty moving effortlessly back and
forth between these spaces. They report that novices tend to start in
the content space (i.e., find something to say), transfer thistnforma-
tion to the rhetorical space (i.e., put the idea in the paper), but often
show little capacity for evaluating the results on the page and re-
working them once again within the content space. "The ... novice
possesses [i.e., internalizes] productions for transferring information
from the content space to the rhetorical space; but lacks productions
for the return trip" (304). This observation explains for Bereiter and
Scardamalia why the papers of student writers invariably reflect their
initial thinking but also why student writers are so seldom able to
us~.their pa E!~ciL~cittiiLe2Q2L~sstQ!1-,-~.?_~~EIl_~~~K.9~fl~i}SITe[@r
that thinking. It is the use of language to "turn back on" and reshape
one'~ t@nKing .tnafEereIter-artaScafOamalia"associatewith· the "re-
flectfYe"prcrcess-cin-Wming:~'L0un:ontention-is-that-thinnleriicHort
between-tnefivopro6reih5pa~esconstitl1testhe~$Sence·orrefle(;tiQn
in wfiting"(302L ..'.' .. ,.. .. .

'-.-K~~nu;n-had vast experience teaching biology, but she had little
structured. practice guiding a student's biology-based reasoning from
the vantage of the student's oral or written language. If writing is
seen as the presentation of prior findings in the laboratory, a view
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Kauffman expressed early in the pilot project, reflection in writing
tends to be discouraged. Information is .transferred from the content
space, but there is no return trip. Kalmbach reports a similar situation
in a case study of engineering students at Michigan Technological
University: .

Students in this case study apparently didn't value lab reports because
their reports were written without any meaningful context. They re-
ported procedures and results but didn't have to use those results in
any sort of problem-solving ....

... students left MTU valuing writing, but not valuing writing as
a way to do better engineering. They understood the value and impor-
tance of communication skills, but they didn't appear 1<) see. the. connec-
tions between writing andengineering, (181-82)

Clearly, biological reasoning does not depend entirely on the reflective
processes of the writer, But some does, and it has become a challenge
for Kauffman, Velez, and Young to determine what kind of leaming
in biology is most likely produced from such a stance. The challenge
extends to anyone seeking to develop the pedagogical uses of what
in the WAC movement has come to be called "writi!}gJo--learQ./I

Working with the concept of reflective expertme; Geisler has been
developing a reflective model of practice for ethical philosophers. Ob-
serving a specific group of experts in the process of writing in extended
ria tutalistic settings has allowed Geisler to refine Bereiter and Scardam-
alia's original distinction of a content space and a rhetorical space. For
example, she has found that the ethical philosophers she observed had
to work across three problem spaces: one that contains information
aboutabstract concepts in ethical philosophy (e.g., justice, paternalism,
freedom), one that contains information about specific narrated cases
(e.g., "Supposea person, call her Jones, goes to ... ") used to illustrate
and test the applicability of concepts in the first space, and finally a
space in which a linear argument is laid out on paper. Although she
found that experts can "reflect-in-action" by testing the consequences
of theirwork in a space for work in the other spaces, she also found that
even experts commonly getstuck, lose their place, and must do a great
deal of backtracking before they finally finish a paper satisfying, even
minimally, the goals of each space.

Working with children writing about everyday experiences, Be-
reiter, Scardarnalia, and Steinbach (/lTeachability"; "Fostering") have
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held out the hope-with some justification-that many reflective prac-
tices of expert writers could be. directly taught to students in the
forrn of facilitating prompts. But Geisler's results, drawn from experts
working in subject matters, suggest that, at least for college-age adults
working in their majors, expert behavior is not so easily distilled
into strategies for teaching. Velez and Young found that whatever
rhetorical skills of reflection Kauffman brought into the biology class,
they were not usually skills that she could bring into the classroom
as explicit, fully arti.culated rhetorical strategies. They were habitua.fl
skills embedded in particulars and of sufficient complexity to~ur- V
age t.!:.:..!~a that pra~!gioners, work~~g .."~L~~:~~_~~!~~'a.re the bes
at bringmg to the surface the rhetorical secrets of their discipline.______ .•._~- •.•4.- ... ~.~ . ' . ,_ . ..'~' ~ .

Velez and Young's initial encounter with what the "journal" meant
in biology exemplifies what can happen when a writing teacher is eager
to teach a method before he or she is willing to study it. They had sup-
posed that the "journal" is or could be used as an instrument for explor-
ing for ideas across a variety of subject matters. They had assumed that
the argument for its utility and appropriateness was based on a number
of impediments to learning commonly experienced by students: the
students' often negative attitudes toward writing, the need for them
to develop their rhetorical skills by writing at regular intervals, their
difficulty in thinking through an idea without the aid of writing, and,
perhaps, their tendency to ignore or lose unobtrusive but potentially
significant experiences by failing to write them down when they OCcur.
Kauffman, however, related the "journal" to an entirely different set
of practices and assumptions. She saw the journal as a means for
preserving the information yielded by laboratory processes and as a
rhetorical instrument for demonstrating that scientific practices and
values had been observed scrupulously (note, for example, the prohi-
bition against altering observations and methods after the fact).

Significantly, the different interpretations brought to the "jour-
nal" by Velez and Young, on the one hand, and Kauffman, on the
other, led to an interaction that produced changes on both sides. It
seemed to sensitize Velez and Young to the fact that certain genres,
methods, and motivating concepts (the importance of frequent writ-
ing, of writing to preserve experiences, of writing to motivate writing)
so familiar to the English teacher may have no obvious correlates in
writing practices in another discipline. The needs that prompt particu-
lar rhetorical practices in one discipline may be handled differently
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in another, assuming that corresponding rhetorical practices exist at
all. Young and Velez learned that important rhetorical situations in
biology are created, in part, by having students read what are thought
to be exciting findings from the literature and by confronting students
in the lab with provocative anomalies that make no sense without a
thoughtful explanation behind them. These experiences suggest that
a distinction needs to be drawn between rhetorical situations that are
articulated and codified and those that are not. The rhetorical situa-
tions of the specialized disciplines are not always codified, and when
they are not, specialists in rhetoric need to sensitize themselves to
these situations and help the subject-matter expert codifythem. Young
and Velez became sensitized to look for what, at the beginning, they
did not know was there to be found.

At the same time, the interaction seemed to sensitize Kauffman
to the existence of general writing strategies and to the written forms,
practices, and reasons behind them. Kauffman came to believe that
writing is more than the last and, relatively speaking, less important
step in a research project; it is an activity to be valued, studied,
practiced, and motivated. And from that perception comes the ability
and willingness to create places in the classroom for other rhetorical
practices and purposes.

As we have said, from a distance, developing a WAC program
seems a rather straightforward task because the division of expertise
seems so abundantly clear. Up close, however, the standard solutions
seem inadequate to the theoretical problems that remain for the most
part unclear. Improved theories of expertise, some relying on the
computer as metaphor, some on the notion of reflection, are only
now beginning to help us understand the problems better. It will
take much more theoretical and empirical refinement before we have
shaped our ignorance into something other than good intentions,
faith, and a call for further research. The pressing issue now, as
always, has been to understand the elusive relationship between lan-
guage practices, on the one hand, and meaning and knowledge, on
the other, a relationship that for the most part remains a mystery. All
the while, at the level of administration and practice, the invitation
to develop writing programs in the content areas is an open invitation
to engage in cross-cultural communication and collaboration. Neither {"
the writing teacher nor the content teacher can select the role of,
anthropologist or native. Both must play both roles. Both must be
willing to travel.
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Notes
1. We want to thank Linda Roman Kauffman and LiliVelez forthei! help

with this essay. Their work in the pilot project, of course, made the paper
possible. But they have also been generous in their criticismsof the paper
itself, particularly in pointing out our misperceptions of events in the project,
a kind of criticism that only those who have been intimately involved with
it and thought carefully about it Can give.

2. We are heavily indebted throughout this section to D. N. Perkins and
Gavriel Salomon's comprehensive and detailed survey of the literature on
expertise in IIAre Cognitive Skills Context-Bound?" and refer our readers to
it for references instantiating the variouspositions in the controversy.
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Rethinking the Sense of the Past:

The Essay as Legacy

of the Epigram

Shirley Brice Heath

In American education, the essay has become the vehicle
through which teachers expect students to display knowledge and to
argue a single point or hypothesis. High school requirement's, college
entrance examinations, and freshman English courses use the essay
or composition as the proving ground of students' abilities toorganize,
think clearly, and argue persuasively in written form to a central,
point-prerequisites for acceptable performance in academic institu-
tions. The essay becomes the examination form-the gatekeeping
mechanism within individual courses as well as at critical stages of
passage through secondary schools and into college.

How did this come about? How did our current understanding
of the essay evolve? And what.have we lost through this evolution?
My argument in this chapter is that our current notion of the essay
is a twisting and diminishing of two genres-the epigram and the
literary essay. I trace briefly the history of these two genres, showing'
how we have lost sight of their richness and power-s-especially their
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